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Wide-View MVA-LCDs With an Achromatic
Dark State
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Abstract—A multi-domain vertical alignment liquid crystal dis-
play (MVA LCD) using a negative C-plate and a biaxial film is pro-
posed to obtain an achromatic dark state. In comparison to con-
ventional approach which uses a negative C-plate and a positive
A-plate, the maximum light leakage over entire viewing cone is re-
duced by � at � ��� nm and � at � ��� nm. The
achromatic dark state is essential for improving the contrast ratio,
viewing angle and color saturation of MVA LCDs.

Index Terms—Biaxial film, liquid crystal display, vertical align-
ment, wide view.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ULTI-DOMAIN vertical alignment (MVA) is widely
used for wide-view liquid crystal display (LCD) TVs.

It exhibits a high contrast ratio (CR) at normal viewing angle.
To suppress dark state light leakage at oblique angles and
thereby obtain a wide viewing angle, several phase compensa-
tion schemes using uniaxial films and biaxial films have been
proposed. [1]–[4] The 100:1 isocontrast contour at an opti-
mized wavelength (usually nm) can cover the entire
viewing cone, however, the light leakage at other wavelengths
are not optimized. As a result, the light leakages from blue and
red colors significantly degrade the CR and color saturation.
Several approaches have been proposed to obtain achromatic
dark state [5], [6]; however, these approaches either involve
too many layers of compensation films or require compensa-
tion films with an abnormal dispersion (i.e., refractive index
increases with wavelength).

In this paper, we propose a new compensation scheme for
MVA-LCDs to achieve achromatic dark state for improving
CR and viewing angle under white light illumination. Our
compensation scheme requires only two compensation films
with normal dispersion: one negative C-plate and one biaxial
film. The dispersion of liquid crystal (LC) usually follows
the Cauchy model while the dispersion of compensation films
can be much smaller. [7] This difference has advantage in
our configuration to balance the effective phase retardation at
different wavelengths. With the help of Poincaré sphere [8],
the phase parameters of the compensation films are optimized
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Fig. 1. Refractive index ellipsoid and propagation direction in principal coor-
dinate system and local coordinate system.

at nm. Furthermore, within a realistic range, their
dispersions are optimized at 450 and 650 nm to suppress the
light leakage over a wide spectral range. The light leakage in
the whole visible spectrum is significantly reduced as com-
pared to the conventional compensation scheme comprised of a
negative C-plate and a positive A-plate. The maximum global
light leakage is reduced by at nm and at

nm.

II. DESIGN CONCEPTS

A. Optical Calculation of Biaxial Film

The biaxial films used in LCD compensation are usually fab-
ricated by mechanically stretching or compressing method. The
optic axis is perpendicular or parallel to the stretching or com-
pressing direction. Therefore, the -axis of the principal coor-
dinates of the biaxial medium is still perpendicular
to the film surface. Without losing the generality, we choose an

coordinate system that the incident light is located in
- plane. The refractive index ellipsoid and the incident beam

can be illustrated in Fig. 1. Here , and are three prin-
cipal coordinates of the biaxial film. The - plane is parallel
to the biaxial film surface. The -axis is coincident with . In
this case, the dielectric tensor of biaxial film can be obtained by
doing the Eulerian angle transformation from prin-
cipal coordinates system to the coordinate system.

(1)
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where

Once the dielectric tensor of biaxial film is obtained, the op-
tical properties can be calculated using the extended 2 2 matrix
method.

From Maxell’s equation, a matrix representation of electric
filed and magnetic field of the propagating light can be derived.

(2)

where

Implementing dielectric tensor values of biaxial film as in (1)
into the matrix in (2), we can extend the same method devel-
oped for uniaxial films to calculating the optical properties for
biaxial films. Our calculations follow the backward-eigenwave
method described by Ge [9]. Detailed derivation and formula-
tion of backward-eigenwave method can be found in [9].

B. Single Wavelength Wide-View Configuration

Fig. 2(a) shows a commonly used compensation scheme
for MVA-LCDs using one positive A-plate and one negative
C-plate. The maximum light leakage of a MVA cell occurs
when viewed from the bisector direction of the crossed polar-
izers. If the light leakage at all bisectors can be suppressed, then
the viewing angle of the LCD can be significantly enhanced.
Therefore, we optimized the compensation films by suppressing
the light leakage at and , where is polar
angle and is azimuthal angle. The polarization state of the
light traveling through all optical layers is traced on Poincaré
sphere, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

The MVA LC cell is sandwiched between two crossed linear
polarizers. When viewed from an oblique angle, the absorption
axes of the polarizer and analyzer are no longer perpendicular
to each other resulting in a deviation between the transmission

Fig. 2. (a) Single wavelength wide view MVA configuration with one negative
C-plate and one positive A-plate. (b) Poincaré sphere representation of the com-
pensation principle of the configuration in (a).

axis of the polarizer and the absorption axis of the analyzer, rep-
resented by point T and point A in Fig. 2(b). After the backlight
passing through polarizer, it is converted to linearly polarized
light, with its polarization state located at point T. After the LC
layer, the polarization state is moved from point T to point B.
Then negative C-plate moves the polarization state back to point
C. The LC and negative C-plate together behave like an effective
positive C-plate. Finally, positive A-plate converts the polariza-
tion state from point C to point A, which is the absorption axis of
the analyzer. Here the positive A-plate should be approximately
a quarter-wave plate and the optic axis should be the same as the
absorption axis of the bottom polarizer.

Without compensation films, the viewing angle of MVA is
very narrow. The is limited to 20 viewing cone.
With A-plate and C-plate compensation, the viewing angle of
MVA is significantly enhanced (the is over 80
viewing cone).

However, this compensation is usually optimized at a single
wavelength, nm; the light leakage at other wavelengths
is ignored. Fig. 3 shows the Poincaré sphere tracing and dark
state light leakage of the configuration shown in Fig. 2(a) for
both the red light and blue light. As shown in Fig. 3(a) (for

nm) and Fig. 3(c) (for nm), the final polariza-
tion state is located at point D. Point D is departed from the ab-
sorption axis of analyzer, point A. Light leakage occurs for both
cases. Angular light leakage is depicted in Fig. 3(b) (for

nm) and (d) (for nm), in which the light leakage
is normalized to the maximum transmittance of two parallel
linear polarizers. Two factors cause the light leakage at wave-
lengths other than the optimized one: 1) the effective phase is in-
versely proportional to the wavelength, and 2) the birefringence
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Fig. 3. Polarization state tracing on Poincaré sphere of the conventional com-
pensation scheme at (a) � � ��� nm and (c) � � ��� nm, and (b) and (d) are
the corresponding calculated angular light leakage.

decreases with wavelength in the normal dispersion range. The
arc length on Poincaré sphere depends on the phase retardation
of the corresponding optical layer. Therefore, the arc length is
shorter for a longer wavelength. From the tracing on Poincaré
sphere, the dispersion of different layers cannot be compensated
by each other under this compensation configuration.

C. Broadband Wide-View Configuration

To suppress the light leakage over a broadband spectrum, we
use a biaxial plate to substitute the positive A-plate, as shown in

Fig. 4. MVA LC cell compensation configuration with one negative C-plate
and one biaxial film.

Fig. 4. In this compensation scheme, LC cell still works under
crossed linear polarizers. The absorption axes of polarizer
and analyzer are 0 and 90 , respectively. A layer of negative
C-plate is located right above the MVA LC cell to compensate
the phase retardation from LC at oblique viewing angle. Then a
biaxial film is adopted mainly to reduce the light leakage from
the crossed polarizers. It works approximately like a half wave
plate. For the biaxial film employed here, , we
use direction to represent its orientation. It can be either
parallel or perpendicular to the absorption axis of the bottom
polarizer. The orientation can be selected according to the
dispersion properties of the compensation films in order to
obtain wide view over a broad spectral range. In our example,
the dispersion of compensation films is much smaller than that
of LC. So the biaxial film orientation is chosen to be 90 .

Fig. 5 illustrates the compensation principle for obtaining a
broadband dark state. Fig. 5(a) shows the polarization tracing
on Poincaré sphere at nm. After passing through the
polarizer, LC layer, and negative C-plate, the backlight polar-
ization is changed from point T to B and then to C. Here, the
thickness of C-plate is carefully selected to make LC layer and
negative C-plate work together as a thin positive C-plate. When
the factor of biaxial film changing from 0 to 1, in our config-
uration, the rotation axis on Poincaré sphere changes from point
T to A. The arc length is dependent on its in-plane phase retarda-
tion value , where is the thickness and
is the in-plane birefringence of the biaxial film. These param-
eters in our configuration are designed to ensure the polariza-
tion be moved from point C to A, which is coincident to the
absorption axis of the analyzer. In this way, a good dark state
at nm can be achieved. Moreover, the light leakage
at other wavelengths can also be suppressed significantly with
small dispersion films. Let us take nm as an example
as Fig. 5(b) shows, since C-plate has a weaker dispersion than
LC layer, these two layers work as a positive C-plate with a
larger phase retardation value at nm than at 550 nm.
Compared to the Poincaré sphere tracing at nm, point
C now is lower and further away from point T. At the same
time, the phase retardation of the consequent biaxial film is also
larger. With a slightly smaller factor, the biaxial film can
move the polarization from point C to D which is very close to
point A, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Similarly, the polarization can
also be moved to a point close to the polarization absorption
axis of a longer wavelength, as shown in Fig. 5(d). The light
leakage at nm and nm after compensation is shown
in Fig. 5(d) and (e), respectively. Compared with the conven-
tional positive A and negative C compensation configuration,
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Fig. 5. Polarization state tracing on Poincaré sphere for the compensation
scheme shown in Fig. 4 at (a) � � ��� nm; (b) 450 nm; and (d) 650 nm. The
angular dependent light leakage is plotted in (c) for 450 nm and (e) for 650 nm.

as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (d), our configuration suppresses the
light leakage significantly at blue and red lights.

Fig. 6. Isocontrast contour of MVA-LCD at � � ��� nm with the compensa-
tion scheme shown in Fig. 4.

III. RESULTS

In our calculation, the LC distribution is calculated by the
finite element method [10] and the optical properties are cal-
culated based on extended 2 2 Jones matrix methods [9], [11].
The phase compensation scheme is shown in Fig. 4. The LC cell
together with two layers of compensation films are sandwiched
between a pair of crossed linear polarizes. The LC mode con-
sidered is 4-domain VA with cell gap m. The LC
used in our simulation is MLC6608 with parameters listed as
follows: pN, pN, pN, bire-
fringence at nm, dielectric anisotropy

, and rotational viscosity . The
parameters for negative C-plate are ,
at nm. Its thickness is intentionally designed at 34.5

m so that the total effect of the LC cell and negative C-plate is
like a thin positive C-plate. The parameters of the biaxial film
at nm are optimized as follows: the in-plane birefrin-
gence , factor
and thickness 28.5 m. With the compensation films designed
as above, the viewing cone at 550 nm is expanded significantly.
Meanwhile, the light leakage at other wavelengths can also be
suppressed by a proper film dispersion design, which will be
discussed later.

Fig. 6 shows the isocontrast contour plot at nm after
compensation. The is over the entire viewing
cone and is over 75 viewing cone.

To obtain wide-viewing angle for a broadband backlight, the
light leakage at red and blue should also be suppressed besides
green. Thus, the dispersion properties of LC and compensa-
tion films need to be taken into consideration. Several poly-
meric films, such as PVA, exhibit a very weak dispersion char-
acteristic because of the lacking of molecular conjugation [7].
Compensation films made from such a weak dispersive material
would exhibit a much smaller dispersion than that of LC ma-
terial consisting of a phenyl ring. Luckily we can take advan-
tage of this dispersion difference to get self compensation for
different wavelengths, which has been discussed in Section II.
Within the small dispersion range, we optimized the birefrin-
gence of the negative C-plate and biaxial film at 450, 550, and
650 nm to get the least light leakage at these wavelengths. Fig. 7
shows the optimized results.
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Fig. 7. Optimized birefringence dispersion of the compensation films.

Fig. 8. Comparison of light leakages at bisectors between the conventional
compensation scheme (Fig. 2(a)) and our proposed scheme (Fig. 4) at � �

��� nm, 550 nm, and 650 nm.

In our calculation, we use the birefringence dispersion model
[12] to simulate LC’s dispersion

(3)

where is a proportionality constant and is the mean res-
onance wavelength. For compounds with a single phenyl ring,
their is around 210 nm.

With the above designed parameters, the light leakage in the
proposed configuration is greatly reduced. Fig. 8 shows the
light leakage at the bisector direction of the two polarizers,
where usually the maximum light leakage occurs so that the
viewing angle is the worst. The solid lines represent the light
leakage of the proposed compensation configuration with one
negative C-plate and one biaxial film, while the dash lines are
for the conventional configuration with one negative C-plate
and positive A-plate. The light leakage values are normalized
to the maximum transmittance of two parallel polarizers. At

nm, both configurations show a very small light
leakage at all viewing angle. However, there is still light
leakage at nm and nm in the conventional
configuration. By contrast, the light leakages at red and blue of
our configuration are significantly reduced, which will lead to a
much higher contrast ratio and wider viewing angle for a white
light source employed.

Fig. 9. Comparison of maximum light leakage over the whole viewing cone
between (a) compensation scheme shown in Fig. 2(a) (red) and (b) Fig. 4 (blue).

Knowing the refractive index at the three optimized wave-
lengths, we can use the extended Cauchy equation [13] to obtain
the refractive index in the entire visible spectra

(4)

Once the refractive indices from nm to nm
are obtained, we calculated the light leakage for the entire vis-
ible spectra. The global maximum light leakage over the entire
viewing cone for each wavelength is plotted in Fig. 9, where red
and blue curves represent the maximum light leakage for the
configurations shown in Figs. 2(a) and 4, respectively. For the
improved compensation scheme, the maximum light leakage is
reduced by at nm and at nm. The
light leakage over the whole visible spectra is greatly suppressed
in the proposed configuration as compared to the conventional
one. With better dark state, the contrast ratio and viewing angle
of a full-color LCD will be further improved.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new compensation configuration for
MVA LCDs using a negative C-plate and a biaxial plate. With
the designed phase retardation and using weak dispersive
compensation films, the light leakage over entire visible spectra
is reduced. The maximum light leakage over the entire viewing
cone is reduced by at nm and at 650 nm,
as compared to the conventional compensation scheme. This
approach will further enhance the contrast ratio, viewing angle,
and color saturation of MVA LCDs.
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